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ABSTRACT 
The concept of a type-2 fuzzy set which is an extension of the concept of an ordinary 
fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh. Type-2 fuzzy sets have grades of membership that are 
themselves fuzzy. Type-2 fuzzy sets possess a great expressive power and are 
conceptually quite appealing. This paper deals with addition, subtraction, multiplication 
and division of type-2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers using alpha cut methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Fuzzy methods allow the processing of imprecise and indecisive variables. Fuzzy methods 
come in two main flavors, type-1 and type–2. The concept of a type–2 fuzzy set, an extension 
of the concept of an ordinary fuzzy set, was introduced by Zadeh [8,9]. Type-1 fuzziness 
represents the first step toward the full processing of qualms and the type-2 fuzziness builds 
upon the strengths of the type–1 methods and overcomes some of the limitations. It is 
observed that the type-2 fuzzy paradigm is lesser known and lesser exploited area of 
fuzziness and also the type–2 fuzzy methods provide second order uncertainties allowing 
fuzzy systems to accurately deal with real world uncertainty. At present the full potential of 
type-2 methods has not been exploited by practitioners, probably because of computational 
expense of type-2 operations. In the current climate of ever faster, more dominant and more 
affordable hardware, the type-2 fuzzy methods present a stimulating opportunity to explore 
uncertainties in real world systems in ways that were not previously possible.  
A type-2 fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function, ie, the membership value for 
each element of this set is a fuzzy set in [0,1]. The concept of a type-2 triangular fuzzy 
number was presented by Dinagar and Anbalagan [5]. The another form of type-2 triangular 
fuzzy number called type-2 triangular mixed fuzzy number was presented by 
Thiripurasundari [6,7]. Type-2 triangular fuzzy matrices and type-2 fuzzy linear equations 
was presented by Latha et al. [2,3]. This paper deals with various arithmetic operations using 
alpha cut method [1] for type-2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers. In section -2, some basic 
definitions are given. In section – 3 deals with various arithmetic operations using alpha cut 
method for type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers.  In section – 4, conclusion is included. 
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2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Type-2 fuzzy set 
A type-2 fuzzy set is a fuzzy set whose membership values are fuzzy sets on [0,1]. 

 
2.2. Type-2 fuzzy number  
Let ��� be a type-2 fuzzy set defined in the universe of discourse R. If the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(i) ��� is normal, 

(ii)  ��� is a convex set, 

(iii)  The support of ��� is closed and bounded, then ��� is called a type-2 fuzzy 
number. 
 

2.3. Type-2 triangular fuzzy number 
A type-2 triangular fuzzy number ��� on R is given by ��� = {(x,(�A

1(x),�A
2(x),�A

3(x)); 
xєR} and �A

1(x)  ≤  �A
2(x)≤  �A

3(x), for all xє R. Denote ��� = (���,���,���), where ���= 
(A1

L,A1
N,A1

U), ��� = (A2
L,A2

N,A2
U) and ��� = (A3

L,A3
N,A3

U) are same type of fuzzy 
numbers. 

 
2.3.1. Notations ��� = closed interval approximation, ��� = triangular fuzzy number, ��	 = trapezoidal fuzzy number, ��
 =piecewise quadratic fuzzy number, etc., � 
 = ��, �, �, �, ��, where k is constant. 
 
2.4. Type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy number (T2TMFN) 
Let ��� = (���,���,���) be a type – 2 triangular fuzzy number. Then there may be a choice 
that ���, ���, ��� are different types of fuzzy numbers ie. ��� = (����, ���	, ����) or  ��� = 
(���
, ����, ���	) or ��� = (���
, ���
, ���	) etc. This type of type – 2 triangular fuzzy number is called 
type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy number.  

For a type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy number ���  = (����, ���	, ���� ) with membership 
function  ������ given by 

 ������  =  
���
�� �����������������      ���� ≤ �� ≤ ���	

�����������������     ���	 ≤ �� ≤ ����0            � ℎ"#$%&"
' 

 
2.5. Ranking function 
Let F(R) be the set of all type-2 normal triangular fuzzy numbers. One convenient 
approach for solving numerical valued problem is based on the concept of comparison of 
fuzzy numbers by use of ranking function. An effective approach for ordering the 
elements of F(R) is to define a linear ranking function ℝ:F(R)  R which maps each 
fuzzy number into R. 
(i) Suppose if  ��� = (����, ���	, ����), then 
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 (���� = (4∑ ���*�*+� +3∑ ���*	*+�  +6∑ ���*�*+� ) /36. 
(ii) Suppose if ��� = (����, ���	, ���
), then we define 

(����= (20∑ ���* + 15 ∑ ���* + 12 ∑ ���*
*+�	*+� �/180.�*+�  
(iii) Suppose if ��� = (����, ����, ���
), then we define 

(���� = (10∑ ���* + 15 ∑ ���* + 6 ∑ ���*
*+��*+� �/90.�*+�  
(iv) Suppose if ��� = (���	, ���	, ���5), then we define 

(���� = (6∑ ���* + 6 ∑ ���* + 4 ∑ ���*5*+�	*+� �/72	*+� , etc. 
 
2.6. Arithmetic operations 
Let ��� = (����, ���	, ����) and 8  = (8�	, 8��, 8��) be two type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy 
numbers then 
1). Addition and subtraction: ��� ± 8 = �����±��, ���	 ± � 	, ���� ± � ��, where k = (4∑ 8�*	*+� +3∑ 8�*�*+�  +6∑ 8�*�*+� ) /36. 
2). Scalar multiplication: 
If : ≥ 0 and : ∈ =, then  :��� = �:����>>>>?, :���	>>>>?, :����>>>>?�, where ���� = �@, A, B� then ����>>>>? = �@, A, B�. 
If : < 0 and : ∈ =, then :��� = �:����C>>>>, :���	C>>>>, :����C>>>>), where ���� = �@, A, B� then ����C>>>> = �B, A, @�. 
3). Multiplication: ��� × 8 = E FG���>>>>>?

�5 , FG���>>>>>?
�5 , FG���>>>>>?

�5 H , where �M = �3 ∑ 8�*	*+� + 4 ∑ 8�*�*+�  + 6 ∑ 8�*�O+� � , �M ≥ 0. 
��� × 8 = P �M����C>>>>36 , �M���	C>>>>36 , �M����C>>>>36 Q , �M < 0. 
4). Division: ��� ÷ 8 = E �5���>>>>>?

FG , �5���>>>>>?
FG , �5���>>>>>?

FG H, �M ≥ 0. 
��� ÷ 8 = E �5���C>>>>>

FG , �5���C>>>>>
FG , �5���C>>>>>

FG H, �M < 0. 
 
3.  A study on arithmetic operations of type–2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers 
In this section deals with arithmetic operations of type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy 
numbers using alpha cut values. 
 
3.1. Addition of fuzzy numbers 

Let ��� = (����, ���	, ���� ) and  8  = (8�
, 8��, 8�	) be two type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy 
numbers whose membership functions are   

������  =  
��
�
�� ��� − ���������	 − �����     ���� ≤ �� ≤ ���	

����� − �������� − ���	�    ���	 ≤ �� ≤ ����0            � ℎ"#$%&"
' 
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and  �U ����  =  
���
�� ����8V15������8V15�      8V15 ≤ �� ≤ 8V23

�8V34�����8V34�8V23�     8V23 ≤ �� ≤ 8V340            � ℎ"#$%&"
' 

Then :�  = WX�V24 − �V13Y : + �V13, �V32 − X�V32 − �V24Y :Z                   (1) 

and  

        :U  = [\8�� − 8�
]: + 8�
, 8�	 − \8�	 − 8��]:^                                                    �2� 

are the alpha cut of type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers ��� and 8  respectively. 
Adding (1) and (2) we get, 

 :�+:U  = [���� + 8_15 + \���	 − ���� + 8_23 − 8_15]: , ���� + 8_34 − ����� −  ���	 + 8_34 − 8_23�:] ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ �∗� 
To find the membership function ��cU ����, we equate to �� in (*) �� = ���� + 8_15 + \���	 − ���� + 8_23 − 8_15]: and �� = ���� + 8_34 − ����� − ���	 + 8_34 − 8_23�: 
Now expressing : interms of �� and setting : = 0 and : = 1in (*) , we get 

: = 
�����V13+U�d�

E�V24+U��H�E�V13+U�dH  ;  ��V13 + 8�
� ≤  �_ ≤ X�V24 + 8��Y and  

: = 
��V32+U������

��V32+U����E�V24+U��H  ;  X�V24 + 8��Y ≤  �_ ≤ ��V32 + 8�	� which gives  

 ��cU ���� = 

��
� ��−����c8_15�X���c8_23Y−X���c8_15Y  ;  ����� + 8_15� ≤  �� ≤ \���	 + 8_23]

����c8_34�−��
����c8_34�−X���c8_23Y  ;  \���	 + 8_23] ≤  �� ≤ ����� + 8_34� '. 

 
3.2. Subtraction of fuzzy numbers 
Subtracting  (1) and (2) we get, 

 :�-:U  =      [���� − 8_34 + \���	 − ���� + 8_34 − 8_23]: , ���� − 8_15 − ����� −  ���	 + 8_23 − 8_15�:] ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ �∗∗� 
To find the membership function ���U ����, we equate to �� in (**) 

      �� = ���� − 8_34 + \���	 − ���� + 8_34 − 8_23]: and 

      �� = ���� − 8_15 − ����� −  ���	 + 8_23 − 8_15�: 
Now expressing : interms of �� and setting : = 0 and : = 1in (**) , we get 

      : = 
�����V13−U���

E�V24−U��H���V13−U��� ; ��V13 − 8�	� ≤  �_ ≤ X�V24 − 8��Y and  

      : = 
��V32−U�d����

��V32−U�d��E�V24−U��H  ;  X�V24 − 8��Y ≤  �_ ≤ ��V32 − 8�
� which gives  
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      ���U ���� = 

��
� ��−�����8_34�X����8_23Y−�����8_34�  ; ����� − 8_34� ≤  �� ≤ \���	 − 8_23]

�����8_15�−��
�����8_15�−X����8_23Y  ;  \���	 − 8_23] ≤  �� ≤ ����� − 8_15� '. 

similarly 
 
3.3. Multiplication of fuzzy numbers  ��×U ���� = 

��
�
�� �X\�������]U�dc\U���U�d]���Ycf�\�������]U�dc\U���U�d]������	\�������]\U���U�d]�\���]\U�d]����

�\�������]�U���U�d�  ����8�
 ≤  �� ≤ ���	8��
X\U���U��]���c\�������]U��Y�gf�\U���U��]���c\�������]U�����	\�������]\U���U��]�\���]\U��]����

�\�������]�U���U���  ���	8�� ≤  �� ≤ ����8�	 
'  

 
3.4. Division of fuzzy number 

   ��÷U ���� = 

��
� ��8_34−���\�������]+�8_34�8_23���  ; ���8_34 ≤  �� ≤ ���8_23����8_15��\�������]+X8_23�8_15Y��  ;  ���8_23 ≤  �� ≤ ���8_15

' 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, presents addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of type -2 
triangular mixed fuzzy numbers using alpha cut methods. In future inverse, exponential 
and logarithm etc., of type – 2 triangular mixed fuzzy numbers can be studied. 
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